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Problem Description

Composite parts in the aerospace industry are increasingly being developed

using concurrent engineering CE principles to shorten the time-to-market by

factoring in the manufacturing processes during the early stages. However,

manufacturers are not able to gain much by using CE principles since they

struggle to make informed decisions during these early stages [1]. These

design decisions need to be taken appropriately for the development to progress

towards the next stages. Traditionally manufacturers work around this obstacle

by making decisions derived from “expert opinions” and historical data. Although

this allows the development to progress, it results in suboptimal and low quality

parts due to outdated and inadequate knowledge and data [2].
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Methodology

The proposed solution is to develop a data-driven decision support system DSS for composites that utilises and

manipulates the limited and unbiased data from early stages to help make informed decisions. This is a 3 stage process:

1. Manipulation of CAD data to create other new forms of data such as quantified design complexities to address

problems 1 and 4.

2. Constructing a digitalised general composite manufacturing process flow which contains a list of possible

operations under each activity to address problem 2.

3. Running a rules-based search algorithm to find the best process flows with the resulting costs for the given inputs to

address problem 3.

Investigation 

The inability to make informed

decisions during early design

stages is due to:

1. Lack of Design Data such as

part complexity information at

early design stages.

2. Lack of Manufacturing Data

such as resulting composite

manufacturing process flow at

early stages.

3. The possible scenarios for

manufacturing flows are too

large and complex to be

visualised manually.

4. Inclusion of biases into the

design process due to expert

opinions or historical data.
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Solution

The DSS produces a list of randomly generated process flows using the new forms of data. Each flow is made up of n

number of nodes and each node is any activity listed in general composite manufacturing process flow. A cost and %

confidence associated with that cost is present at each node and the sum of costs and resulting % confidence of all

nodes in an individual flow is the total cost and % confidence for that process flow. Using these values, manufacturers are

able to make informed decisions during early stages for various activities such as by comparing the changes that occur

in cost and %confidence for different activities and levels of part integration/differentiation. The DSS will help manufacturers

with early detection of nodes of interest by establishing relationships or flagging high-cost/low %confidence nodes in a

process flow so manufacturers can take an inventive step or focus efforts in refining just those activities only. The flow

randomization also helps to discover new manufacturing methods that manufacturers may not have thought of before.

The wing skin and spars are

independent parts that are joined

together with rivets to form the wing.

The wing skin and spars are

integrated to form the wing as a

single part.
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